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Abstract:

This research’s purpose was to understand the deformational history of Precambrian

metasedimentary units in the Nemo Quad of Black Hills, South Dakota. Current theory has an angular
unconformity (Estes Unconformity), linking to multiple deformation events, separates an older and
young Precambrian sequence. Ongoing research surrounding the Estes Unconformity created a
developing theory of a single deformational event imprinting upon the Precambrian rocks. Christian
Laing and I had three field experiences studying and documenting the Precambrian units within the
Nemo Quad. Through structural measurements, micro-structural analysis, compositional comparison,
and field observations we mentally constructed a deformational model and presented as a poster.
Analyzing structural measurements by lithology; a single deformational event explained the same
structural features on both sides of the contact. Our findings will progress a developing model of the
deformational history throughout the Black Hills.
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Problem Statement
Precambrian metasedimentary rocks in the Nemo area of the Black Hills, South Dakota
are currently interpreted as having been deposited during two dis�nct deposi�onal events
with an angular unconformity separa�ng them, requiring deforma�on of the older rocks prior
to deposi�on of the younger rocks (Redden and DeWi�, 2008). An evolving model argues
that the map pa�ern in this area does not require earlier deforma�ons or an angular rela�onship (Allard, 2013; Keute and Allard, 2016; Allard, 2018).
Background
The rocks within the Black Hills contain evidence of an extended transpressional deformational event, which partitioned strain into the eastern
and western margins of the Black Hills, causing distinct shear zones (Allard and Portis, 2013). Precambrian rocks of significance to this research are
found in the Nemo area, located within the eastern
shear zone, including the Boxelder Creek Quartzite
(Xbcq), the Benchmark Iron Formation (Xbi), the
Estes Creek Conglomerate (Xec), and the Estes
Creek Quartzite (Xeq) (Redden and DeWitt, 2008)
(Fig. 1).
The model described by Redden and DeWitt
(2008) divides these units into two groups: those Figure 1: An overview of the Black Hills,
deposited prior to 2480 ma and those deposited including Nemo Precambrian rocks (NE)
after. These two groups are separated by an angu- and the Dakotan T. Inset describes localar unconformity (Estes Unconformity [EU]) (Figure tion relative to the THO (Allard and
2). Evidence cited to support an angular unconfor- Portis, 2013).
mity and pre-unconformity folding between the
Xbcq and Xbi, and the Xec and Xeq include: an angular relationship between bedding above and
below the unconformity, cobbles of Xbcq and Xbi
in the basal Xec, and shear structures in Xbi cobbles within basal Xec.
Prior research by the Winona State Black Hills
Figure 2: Block diagram depicting model
research group support a single deformational
of Estes Unconformity creation. a) the
event being responsible for the folding and fabrics
original stratigraphic sequence of the
seen within the Nemo area rocks. Heim and Allard
Xbcq and Xbi b) pre-unconformity folding
(2011) documented a NW striking shear fabric
c&d) development of the Xec and Xeq
across the EU and mapped F3 folds consistent with
along a normal growth fault. (Redden
those outside of the Nemo area. Kuete and Allard
and DeWitt, 2008).
(2016) established a passive folding model of bedFigure 3: Passive
ding within the Nemo area. This research seeks to
folding model dereplicate those findings in a smaller, more focused
scribing map patfield area immediately surrounding and across the
tern in the Nemo
Estes Unconformity. Field data and lab analysis are
area (Kuete and
used to explore the nature of this unconformity
Allard, 2016).
and interpret it’s deformational history.
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Figure 4: Stereoplot of
structural data above the
Estes Unconformity: C-S-C’
fabrics, lineated cobbles,
and fold hinge lines. Data
above represents a left-lateral strike-slip shear plunging towards the NW.
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Figure 11: Representative Xec
quartzite cobble: Qtz (67%),
Kspar (21%), Ser (8%), Mag
(4%), Ms(<1%)
Alteration of Kspar into Ser,
overgrown by mag. Weak
fabric present.

Figure 5: Photomicrograph, vertical view looking NW in the Estes Quartzite, showing C-S-C’
fabric representing left-lateral NE-up dip-slip
shear.

Figure 12: Representative
Xbcq: Qtz (66%), Kspar (22%),
Ser (8%), Mag (2%), Ms(2%)
Alteration of Kspar into Ser,
extensive grain-size reduction, mag to hem. Moderate
to strong fabric present.
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Figure 6: Stereoplot of structural data
below the Estes Unconformity. A) C-S-C’
fabrics, lineation of elongated mineral, and
fold hinge lines. B) Best ﬁt great circle from
poles of bedding and pole (calculated using
the pi analysis method). Lineations in shear
zones parallel the calculated axis, supporting folding during shearing. A & B document a left-lateral strike-slip shear plunging
towards towards the NW.
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Figure 14: Xec cobble in Xec
matrix. The strongly deformed
matrix material and weakly
deformed cobble supports
strain partitioning between EC
cobbles and the EC matrix. Despite cobble elongation and
ﬂattening, the only fabrics visible in EC cobbles is a weak NW
shear fabric.

Figure 7: Photomicrograph, vertical
view of Boxelder Creek Quartzite, showing C-S-C’ fabric representing left-lateral NE-up dip-slip shear.

Field Maps
Figure 9: Map showing locations of bedding near the Estes
Unconformity, and stereoplots of the bedding above and below.
The stereoplots above
and below show parallel bedding planes
striking NE.

Figure 8: Map of C
fabric measurements above and
below the Estes Unconformity. The general strike of shear
above and below the
unconformity is
aligned NW

Structural Interpreta�on
Figure 10: Composite stereoplot of C-S-C’ fabrics, lineated cobbles and minerals,
fold hinge lines, and fold
axis of bedding above and
below the Estes Unconformity. Above and below data
of shear fabrics and T&P‘s
aligned and plunge NW,
showing a left-lateral shear.
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Structural data supports a single left-lateral transpressional deformational event, striking NW, imprinted on the units above and below the Estes
Unconformity (Figure 8). Bedding near the Estes
Unconformity (above and below) has a parallel
strike, NE (Figure 9). Units above and below the
Estes Unconformity were: 1) deposited parallel and
2) folded and sheared simultaneously, as seen in
the map pattern.

Figure 13: Diﬀering degrees of shear deformation in iron formation (left) and quartzite
(right). EC cobbles of iron formation and quartzite (top, right and left) display a weak
shear fabric, identical to the fabrics in the BIF and Xbcq (Hawkins and Allard, 2013).
Modal and textural analysis does not rule out a disconformity. Ubiquitous, NW oriented strike-slip and dip-slip shear fabrics present in differing intensities suggest a
single post-depositional deformational event that interacted uniquely with each
unit.

Conclusion
Structural and compositional evidence
suggest a single deformational event was
responsible for the map pattern seen in the
Nemo area. There is no evidence for an angular unconformity and the presence of a
disconformity is uncertain. Strain partitioning and folded bedding in the Nemo area
are consistent with the Northwest trending
transpressional shear zones proposed by
WSU student researchers and Allard (2013).
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